The first Term Examination
Class: 3AM………….

Gouffa Benadda Middle School , El matmar

Duration : 1h30

Text:
How can anyone like flying? It is a crazy thing to do .Birds fly, people
don’t . I hate flying. You wait for hours for the plane to take off, and it is often
late. The plane is always crowded. You can’t walk around. You can’t open the
windows. That’s why I am keen on traveling by train. Trains are much better
than planes. They are cheaper, safer and more comfortable. You can walk
around in a train and open the windows. Trains are slower, but speed is not
everything. Staying alive and enjoying your self is more important.

Part one ( 14PTS )

A) Reading comprehension ((7pts)

Activity one: Choose the correct answer :(3pts)
1) The writer doesn’t like: ……….
A) Travelling by train
B) waiting at the bus station
2) The writer is talking about ……
A) passengers

B) travelling

C) travelling by plane

C) cities

3) The plane often take off :……
A) On time

B ) Late

C) early

Activity two : Read the text and answer the following questions:(2pts)
1) Does the writer like flaying?
2) Can you walk around in a train ?
Activity three: 1) Find the text the synonyms of:(2pts)
A) Dislike =……… ………..

B) Fond of =…………….

2) find in the text the opposites of :
A) Early =/= …………..

B) To land =/=…………..

B) Mastery of language (7pts)
Activity one: Write the verb correctly :(3pts)
1) Next week, i ( to fly )………. to Canada . I (not stay ) ………… in a hotel, My friend
asked me “You ( to visit ) ……… the main tourist sights ?

.
Activity two: fill in the blanks with : who / Which .(2pts)
1)That’s the monument ………….. I photographed, yesterday.
2) I like persons ……….. are fond of travelling .
Activity three : Mark the intonation in the following sentences (2pts)
1) Could show me your passport, please?
2) Would you like black coffee or white one?

Part two : Written expression (6pts) :
Next summer, you are going in a wonderful trip with ONAT .Choose a destination and
write an e-mail to your friend about:
A)
B)
C)
D)

The place: where are you going to?
How are you going there?
When? And how long are you staying there?
The activities you are going to do?

Good luck /your teachers

